Brain Profiler when downloaded, lets you enter (input) the psychiatric clinical assessment of your patient.

The entry of the assessment is VERY USER-FRIENDLY, you do not need to type, only use a sliding touch-screen scale. It takes few minutes, and once this is achieved the app offers multiple functions.

The most important function is a personalized brain-related diagnosis of the patient, in other words what went wrong with this that specific patient’s brain. It is a NEUROSCIENTIFIC PSYCHIATRIC DIAGNOSIS never formulated before.

For the scientific background of Brain Profiler, you can visit the literature in PUBMED or go to this Psychiatric Advisor article for a concise explanation.

Brain Profiler is currently a testable-prediction, being testable it will become relevant once connected with cyber-wearable-mobile sensors offering better, measurable accurate diagnosis, - as well as real-time electrophysiological brain imaging validation.

Brain Profiler is currently an MVP planned as a platform for all Digital Mental Health developments, in other words it is a versatile integrative platform for all cyber-wearable-mobile sensors. It will give a NEUROSCIENTIFIC CLINICAL MEANING to the developing field of Digital Mental Health

Additionally, Brain Profiler offers a plethora of functions, better accurate and measurable evident-based psychiatric diagnosis, telemedicine compatibility, and platform, EHR and written reports, and various decision support insights for better treatments.